Abstract-We present a new sum-of-product-based asynchronous architecture, called the N-SHOT architecture, that operates correctly under internal hazardous responses and guarantees hazard-freeness at the observable noninput signals. We formally prove that within this architecture, a very wide class of semimodular state graphs with input choices (either distributive or nondistributive) that satisfy the complete state coding property always admit a correct implementation. As with synchronous circuits, we permit internal hazards in the combinational logic core, which means that we can make use of conventional combinational logic minimization methods to produce the sum-of-product implementation. This represents a significant departure from most existing methods that require the combinational logic to be hazard-free and are mainly valid for distributive behaviors. We also present optimizations for this architecture which are related to state graph properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE design of asynchronous circuits is a difficult task since circuit malfunction can occur during execution if the circuit is not hazard-free. In this paper, we consider the problem of producing gate-level asynchronous circuits for both distributive and nondistributive behaviors from state graph specifications that operate correctly under internal hazardous responses and guarantee hazard-freeness at the externally observable noninput signals (i.e., output and state signals).
We present a new sum-of-product-based architecture, called the N-SHOT architecture, for tackling this problem. We formally prove that within this architecture, a very wide class of semimodular state graphs with input choices that satisfy the complete state coding property always admit a hazard-free implementation. Our approach can uniformly handle both distributive and nondistributive specifications. The architecture that we propose for producing a hazard-free implementation for any noninput signal consists of sum-of-product logic implementations for its set and reset functions, an acknowledgment scheme with a local delay compensation to ensure correct restoring of transitions of this noninput signal, and a new flip-flop element for robust electrical operation. In our approach, the logic implementation for the set and reset Manuscript received October 21, 1994 ; revised October 27, 1995 and July 30, 1997. This work was supported in part by the European Commission under the ESPRIT (6143) Project "EXACT." This paper was recommended by Associate Editor R. Camposano.
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functions need not be hazard-free, which means any existing two-level logic minimization method can be used to synthesize logic without restrictions. We believe that this represents a significant contrast to virtually all existing gate-level synthesis methods that require the combinational logic to be hazard-free. Our framework is formulated at the state graph level, which means it is widely applicable to a broad class of high-level formalisms that can be semantically defined at the state graph level: the widely used signal transition graph model [3] , [22] , the change diagram model [23] , the CSP model [11] , and the burst-mode finite-state machine model [27] . Our method only requires the state graph to satisfy the complete state coding property, which is the minimal requirement necessary to derive unambiguously consistent logic and to satisfy the trigger requirement, which is practically always satisfied.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of related work. Section III defines the state graph model and the basic concepts that are needed to characterize our method. Section IV presents the new architecture, called the N-SHOT architecture, and its properties. We characterize the class of state graphs that can be implemented with this new architecture and present the synthesis procedure. A key point to our approach is that the logic minimization step is reduced to a conventional logic minimization problem (as in the synchronous case). Section V presents optimizations of the N-SHOT architecture which are related to state graph properties. Our method has been automated in the ASSASSIN compiler [26] . We have carefully simulated a number of synthesized designs at the gate and transistor level (using SPICE) to ensure that the circuits produced by our method are both functionally and electrically correct. In Section VI, we present experimental results and compare them with several available methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Several methods exist for producing hazard-free circuits. Some approaches, like those described in [27] and [12] , rely on a fundamental mode of operation to simplify the hazard-free implementation problem, but these methods cannot handle the generality of models like signal transition graphs that permit concurrent input-output changes.
One existing approach is based on bounded gate/wire delay assumptions, and relies on delay information to eliminate hazards [7] . Delay lines must be inserted, implying overhead in both area and delay. The current state of this method is restricted to distributive behaviors.
Other existing approaches aim at producing speedindependent circuits, which are circuits that will work correctly regardless of the individual gate and wire delays, but the skew of all wire delays at a multiple fan-out point is assumed to be negligible. This is known as the unbounded gate delay model. Several methods [3] , [11] , [23] generate speed-independent circuits on the assumption that each noninput signal can be implemented with one single complex gate. This complex gate is assumed to contain no internal hazards. However, it is often the case that the required combinational logic functions are too complex to have single complex gate implementations from a standard library. Thus, researchers have investigated the problem of synthesizing speed-independent circuits that assumes only the availability of basic gates such as AND gates and OR gates.
One practically useful approach is to use an architecture that consists of sum-of-product logic implementations for the upand the down-excitation functions and asynchronous latches ( element or RS) for restoring the primary noninput signals of the specification. Beerel and Meng [1] have developed an approach using this architecture, based on a basic method originally developed by Varshakvsky et al. [23] , to produce speed-independent circuits. Their approach is based on the use of heuristics and rules to eliminate hazards by restricting logic transformations or inserting additional circuitry. However, their method is restricted to distributive specifications, and even for distributive specifications, it cannot guarantee a correct solution in all cases. Recently, another approach was proposed in [6] , also based on the same architecture, that formalizes the requirement that a state graph has to satisfy in order to produce a speed-independent implementation. This requirement, called the monotonous cover property, requires additional state signals to ensure that each up and down transition can be separately implemented by a single monotonous AND gate. Thus far, this has proven to be a difficult state assignment problem where a solution may not always be found in practice even though it is theoretically possible. This method is also restricted to distributive specifications.
In [16] , another method is presented that makes use of synchronizers and a locally generated clock to solve the hazard problem. In this method, all external inputs and feedback state signals must be bounded by a synchronizer called a flop. This can be very expensive in area since the number inputs is typically much more than the number of feedback state signals, thus requiring many more memory elements than our solution or other existing approaches based on the use of elements or RS latches [1] , [23] , [6] . Moreover, the internal clocking scheme requires a tree of elements to implement anway rendezvous, where is again the number of external inputs plus the number of feedback state signals. The locally generated clock is produced by inserting a delay line that is at least as long as the longest path through the combinational circuit, which means the circuit has to operate in steps that are at least as slow as the worst case delay through the combinational logic. The performance is further hampered by the delay through the -way rendezvous scheme, which can be significant if is large. Also, the implementation area of the delay lines is significant. Thus, compared to our approach and other existing approaches like [1] , [23] , [6] and [7] , this approach can be significantly more expensive in terms of both area and performance. An example of an SG is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, signals and are the input signals and signal is the output signal.
III. STATE GRAPH MODEL

B. Properties and Objects of SG's
We now formally define some basic properties and objects of SG's which are needed in the characterization of our method. We first recall the complete state coding (CSC) property [3] which is the necessary and sufficient condition to the existence of a race-free implementation for any noninput signal. Informally, the CSC property requires that all states of the SG be distinguishable by the environment. In general, the initial SG generated from a high-level specification must be transformed to satisfy this CSC property. This is referred to as the state assignment problem. Several methods exist for solving this CSC problem at the SG level (see [21] , [15] , and [25] ).
In the example SG of Fig. 1 
Definition 3.4 (Distributivity):
A semimodular SG with input choices is distributive with respect to a noninput signal if and only if there are no detonant states with respect to .
The SG of Fig. 1 is not distributive because both states and are detonant with respect to . In order to derive a correspondence between signal transitions and states in the SG, different regions are defined as follows.
Definition 3.5 (Excitation Region) [23] : An excitation region of signal in SG is a maximal connected set of states in which has the same value and is excited.
The excitation region corresponding to transition is denoted . Note that there can be several excitation regions for corresponding to multiple transitions of . An excitation region corresponding to a " " transition is called an up-excitation region. Similarly, an excitation region corresponding to a " " transition is called a down-excitation region. Definition 3.6 (Quiescent Region) [1] : A quiescent region of signal in SG is the maximal connected set of states reachable from some in which has the same value and is stable.
The quiescent region corresponding to transition is denoted as and is the set of states between and , where denotes the next transition of signal after . Fig. 1 
Definition 3.7 (Trigger Region):
A trigger region of signal in SG is a minimal connected set of states in such that once we enter it, we can only leave it by firing .
A trigger region corresponding to transition is denoted as . A trigger region can be a single state or a cyclic region. An excitation region can contain several trigger regions. Fig. 2 illustrates a cyclic trigger region. Fig. 8(a) illustrates an excitation region with three trigger regions, each of them composed of one state.
Property 3.2:
In a semimodular SG with input choices, a trigger region is always reachable from any state of the corresponding excitation region of a noninput signal .
Proof: The proof follows from Property 3.1.
IV. N-SHOT ARCHITECTURE
A. Overview
In this section, we intuitively describe the N-SHOT architecture, the gate-level implementation of an SG using this architecture, the delay assumptions, and the way the complete circuit behaves within this architecture. In the next sections, we detail the underlying theory of our approach and give the needed proofs.
We assume a pure delay model where gates have pure delays. That is, a pulse of any length that occurs on a gate input can propagate to the gate output.
In Fig. 3 , the N-SHOT architecture is presented. It can be used to implement in a hazard-free way almost any semimodular SG with input choices, including nondistributive ones, that satisfy the CSC property. Our strategy is to use this architecture to implement each noninput signal in the SG specification. The architecture consists of the following.
1) A set sum-of-product (SOP) logic network and a reset SOP network for implementing the up transitions and the down transitions of a noninput signal, respectively. These SOP networks may be minimized using any conventional multioutput two-level minimizer, without special concern for hazards, including the sharing of product terms (AND gates) between different functions. 3) A built-in acknowledgment scheme using two AND gates and a negligible local delay compensation. The MHS flip-flop behaves functionally in the same way as a element. However, there are two differences. First, the MHS flip-flop is dual-rail encoded. Second, it is designed to be electrically robust to small pulses. The latter difference is important because we permit the SOP logic networks to be hazardous, which means small pulses due to hazards may be produced (this will be addressed in detail in the next sections).
The set logic network for a noninput signal is derived as follows.
1) Identify all excitation and quiescent regions for .
2) Take the union of all up-excitation regions , and regard it as the on set of the set function.
3) Take the union of all up-quiescent regions , and regard it as the don't-care set of the set function. Also, add all unreachable states to . 4) Take the union of all down-excitation and downquiescent regions , and regard it as the off set} of the set function. 5) Use any multioutput conventional two-level minimizer (e.g., [17] ) to produce an optimal SOP implementation from . The don't-care set may be used freely. The reset logic network for can be derived analogously. With the above procedure for deriving the SOP networks, the set and reset logic functions of a noninput signal are, Table I , where denotes the don't-care value. In the set mode, where must be fired, is traversed. Some set-SOP cubes are excited, and may produce a hazardous response. Then is fired and is reached. In the quiescent mode, where is traversed. When is left, is reached. In the reset mode, where must be fired, is traversed. Some reset-SOP cubes are excited, and may produce a hazardous response. Then is fired and is reached. In the quiescent mode, where is traversed. When is left, a next is reached. Thus, we close a cycle on the operation of the MHS flip-flop relative to the SG traversal.
In our logic derivation procedure, the produced SOP logic only requires AND gates and OR gates. Since the MHS flipflop is dual-rail encoded, inverters are not needed for inverting noninput signals. If all input signals are also presented in dualrail form, then no inverter at all is needed. Otherwise, we assume that either AND gates with input inversions are available as basic gates or input inversions are implemented with separate inverters whose delays obey some constraints given in [6] . These constraints are also needed in the other basic gate implementations such as [1] and [6] . Under these constraints, the SOP logic never produces 0-1-0 static combinational logic hazards.
In terms of delay assumption, we assume that all gates and wires inside the architecture, including the SOP networks, can have arbitrary delays. Internal wire forks inside the set and the reset SOP logic networks are not required to be isochronic. External I/O wires can also have arbitrary delays. However, I/O signals that are distributed to multiple destinations must have negligible skews. Also, the feedback wire fork from the output of the MHS flip-flop to the enable-set and enable-reset inputs must have negligible skews. These delay assumptions are weaker than those assumed by speed-independent implementation methods that require all wire forks, both internal and external wires, to have negligible skews at multiple-fan-out points.
In terms of environment assumptions, we assume that the environment can react immediately, or when it likes, as long as it is enabled to do so in accordance with the SG specification. We do not impose any delay constraints on the environment such as a fundamental mode operation [13] , [27] .
Since we use conventional logic minimization methods to produce the SOP logic networks, and the gates and wires can have arbitrary delays, the SOP networks may produce hazards that are manifested as pulse streams. This is depicted in Fig. 3 . As pulse streams are used to excite the flip-flop, two problems must be solved.
• Any pulse stream, while traversing one , must always be converted into one single transition at the output of the flip-flop. This is proven in Section IV-B. • No pulse stream used to fire (respectively, can continue rippling at the input of the MHS flip-flop after firing of (respectively, . This is ensured by the enable-set (respectively, enable-reset) signal that is set to high only when (respectively, is fired and when the set (respectively, reset) SOP has completely settled to 0. This is the purpose of both AND gates in the acknowledgment scheme and of the local delay compensation.
Concerning this delay line, the delay compensation requirement is always satisfiable. Moreover, the delay value is negligible because it is related to the difference of delays between the set and reset SOP's. If the difference is small compared to the delay of the MHS flip-flop itself, which is almost always the case when SOP implementations are used, then no delay compensation is required. When delay compensation is required, the delay is on the order of a gate delay or less. The delay line is placed in parallel with both set SOP and reset SOP. Hence, it is out of their critical paths, and its overhead effect, if any, is indirect. This is proven in Section IV-C. Although the gates and wires used in our architecture can have arbitrary delays, bounds on the delays must be known in order to determine what local delay compensation, if any, is required. As such, our designs in general are neither speed-independent nor delay-insensitive. However, optimizations related to SG properties are possible, and can lead to speed-independent designs as explained in Section V. Again, it is important to remark that usually no delay compensation is required. For all the examples tested in Section VI, delay compensation was never required.
B. Set and Reset Modes
In this section, we explain how any pulse stream, while traversing one , is converted into one single transition at the output of the flip-flop. To that end, we first describe the MHS flip-flop. The logic diagram of the MHS flip-flop with the acknowledgment scheme is shown in Fig. 4(a) , and a custom designed transistor level implementation (without initializations 2 ) is shown in Fig. 4(b) . The MHS flip-flop behaves as a element. However, a element is not immune to short pulse misbehavior. Also, the MHS flip-flop is dual-rail encoded.
The MHS flip-flop is composed of three distinct parts that provide hazard filtering in two stages. Its parts and functions are as follows.
1) The master RS latch converts a pulse into an analog voltage.
2) The hazard filter produces hazard-free up transitions on its output signals. This is the first hazard filtering stage.
3) The slave RS latch filters the hazardous down transitions from the filter. This is the second filtering stage. As both set and reset modes of the MHS flip-flop are symmetric, we only explain the functions of its three parts when it is in a set mode. In the implementation of a noninput signal , using the N-SHOT architecture, the MHS flip-flop is in the set mode when up-excitation regions of are traversed in the SG. The set SOP logic responds with a pulse stream that excites the MHS flip-flop to fire . The initial state of the MHS flip-flop in the set mode is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The response time is illustrated in Fig. 5, where is the delay response of the MHS flip-flop and is the delay of the used RS latches. is about twice the delay of a NOR gate. It is also the threshold time value of the MHS flip-flop. The MHS flip-flop does not transmit a pulse shorter than and for pulses larger than , the output transition is simply translated forward in time by .
Behavior of the Master RS Latch: First, we analyze the behavior of the master RS latch. Assume that a pulse stream is applied to its input set . Each pulse has some unknown width and for each of them, the master RS latch can respond in one of the following regions.
• The stable region : As illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), the output filter reset makes a single monotonic down transition, and the output filter set makes a single monotonic up transition.
• The inversion region : The behavior of the outputs filter reset and filter set is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) .
• The metastable region : It is a special case of the inversion region, where both outputs filter set and filter reset remain for some time at a constant value. This is illustrated in Fig. 6(c) . However, even if a pulse can cause the master latch to get metastable (the probability of such an event is almost zero [2] , [4] ), any next pulse of width takes it out of this region. The existence of such a pulse is guaranteed by the trigger requirement, characterized below.
Requirement 4.1 (Trigger Requirement):
For every noninput signal implemented with the N-SHOT architecture, and for any transition specified in the SG, a pulse of width , on the output of the corresponding SOP network, must exist that can cause the MHS flip-flop to fire .
Behavior of the Hazard Filter:
Then we analyze the behavior of the hazard filter. The hazard filter is two degenerated inverters. In fact, the master latch and this filter can also be used as a basis for a mutual exclusion element [18] , [11] . The latter is used in the context of arbitration to solve output nonsemimodularities. It is designed to avoid the transmission of metastable states. An analysis on metastable states can be found in [4] . Although we have a different context (semimodular SG's with input choices do not capture output nonsemimodularities), we profit from some characteristics of the mutual exclusion element to build the first hazard filtering stage of the MHS flip-flop.
Assume that the trigger requirement is satisfied. If a pulse stream is applied to set , a hazardous down transition of filter reset and a hazardous up transition of filter set are produced. The hazard filter produces a hazard-free up transition on its output slave set and a hazardous down transition on its output slave reset. This is the first hazard filtering stage. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 , where some simulation of the complete response of the MHS flip-flop to hazardous inputs set and reset is given. Proof: Again, as the hazard filter is symmetric, we only show that any up transition on slave set is hazard-free. As indicated in Fig. 4(a) , the initial state of the hazard filter is filter reset 1, filter set 0, slave set 0, and slave reset 1. filter set serves as virtual for the transistor [see Fig. 4(b) ]. Initially, filter set 0 so that is OFF too. The difference filter set filter reset determines the switching of . If is the threshold voltage to turn ON, we observe the following.
• In the inversion and metastable regions, before reaching the stable region, . Hence, is kept OFF.
• Since the trigger requirement is satisfied, the stable region is reached.
• When the stable region is reached, we move from to . Hence, is turned ON, and a single monotonic up transition is produced on filter set. Behavior of the Slave RS Latch: Finally, we analyze the behavior of the slave RS latch. A hazard-free up transition on its input slave set is produced, whereas a hazardous down transition on its input slave reset is produced. Then the slave RS latch behaves as follows.
1) As long as slave set is OFF, slave reset can fluctuate. This fluctuation has no effect on the output out because signal out is ON and holds out OFF. 2) Simultaneously, a single monotonic up transition is produced on slave set and slave reset is definitively turned OFF. 3) A single monotonic down transition is produced on out and a single monotonic up transition is produced on out. This is the second hazard filtering stage. It is obtained through the protocol used in the communication between the filter and the slave latch.
Conclusion: If the trigger requirement is satisfied, the MHS flip-flop transforms any SOP pulse stream on either set or reset into a single transition on its output out and out during the traversal of the corresponding excitation region.
We now formulate a necessary and sufficient condition on the SG to guarantee the firing of any specified noninput transition in the N-SHOT architecture.
Definition 4.1 (Trigger Cube):
A trigger cube is a cube from either the set or the reset SOP that completely covers a trigger region. Theorem 4.1: A semimodular SG with input choices satisfies the trigger requirement if, and only if in the implementation of any noninput signal , using the N-SHOT architecture, there exists a trigger cube associated with each trigger region of .
Proof: Due to Properties 3.1 and 3.2, once we enter an excitation region , we can only leave it by traversing one of its trigger regions.
We first prove the necessary condition. This is done by contradiction. Suppose that, in the implementation of , two cubes are needed to entirely cover some trigger region. Then once we enter this trigger region, we can move from one cube to another one, and a pulse stream can be generated. Since we cannot predict the speed at which those cubes are traversed, those pulses can all be shorter than . If corresponding with
is not yet produced at the output of the MHS flip-flop, none of them can cause the MHS flip-flop to fire any more. Then we violate the trigger requirement and enter a deadlock situation.
We then prove the sufficient condition. Once a trigger region is reached, the corresponding trigger cube in the implementation of , switches ON, and can only switch OFF after has fired. Indeed, all reachable states inside the trigger region are covered by the same cube. Thus, this trigger cube guarantees that the trigger requirement is satisfied.
C. Quiescent Mode
In this section, we show that any pulse stream produced during the traversal of does not go across the traversal of . Indeed, if it goes across and reaches where has already fired, one of those pulses can cause to misfire during the traversal of . This trespassing pulse problem is solved using the acknowledgment scheme and the local delay compensation.
In the N-SHOT architecture of Fig. 3 , we make the following timing assumptions.
• mhs (respectively, mhs ) is the response time of the MHS flip-flop to produce a (respectively, ).
• set (respectively, set ) is the propagation time through the set SOP (that is, through two gates) to produce • reset and reset are defined analogously. To derive the delay requirement, let us examine the mechanism behind this acknowledgment scheme of Fig. 3. 1) During the traversal of , the set SOP produces a pulse stream. 2) When is entered, two things happen in parallel.
• The set SOP either has already settled to 0 or starts to settle to 0. The time it takes is at most set .
• The reset SOP begins to produce a pulse stream.
Then is fired at least after res mhs .
3) After the firing of , signal enable-set switches ON again after , the value of the delay line. We have to guarantee that the set SOP is completely stabilized to 0 when this occurs. It implies that 
It can always be satisfied, and the delay line becomes unnecessary when . In general, the delay value is negligible because it is related to the difference of delays between the set and reset SOP's. Moreover, if the difference is small compared to the delay of the MHS flip-flop itself, which is almost always the case when SOP implementations are used, then again no delay compensation is required. When delay compensation is required, the delay is on the order of a gate delay or less. Since the delay line is placed in parallel with both set SOP and reset SOP, it is out of their critical paths. Hence, its overhead effect, if any, is indirect.
As we are dealing with transmission of signals through delay lines, it is important to make sure that the signal is really transmitted. Suppose that is produced at the output of the MHS flip-flop. Then is kept stable to 1 because the enabling of the MHS flip-flop to fire can only occur after the delay line changes its value from 0 to 1. Hence, when is produced, it means that has already been safely translated through the delay line. That is, we have a causal chain of events in the acknowledgment scheme of the N-SHOT architecture that automatically provides the required stability of the signal exciting the delay line.
D. Hazard-Freeness and Synthesis Procedure Theorem 4.2:
A semimodular SG with input choices always admits a hazard-free implementation using the N-SHOT architecture, if and only if it satisfies the CSC property and the trigger requirement.
Proof: First, the CSC property is a necessary and sufficient condition to the existence of a race-free implementation for any noninput signal of the SG.
From the previous analysis on the set and reset mode of the MHS flip-flop, any set and reset SOP networks, implementing the set and reset functions of , may be used to produce at the output of the MHS flip-flop the up and down transitions of specified in the SG, if and only if each trigger region of is entirely covered by a trigger cube, that is, if and only if trigger requirement is satisfied (see Theorem 4.1).
From the previous analysis on the quiescent mode of the MHS flip-flop, the delay requirement can always be satisfied. Hence, the MHS flip-flop, together with the acknowledgment scheme and the local delay compensation, may be used as set-reset element for .
Definition 4.2 (Single Traversal SG):
A single traversal SG is an SG for which any trigger region contains only one state.
In Fig. 8 , both a single traversal SG and a nonsingle traversal SG are shown. A nonsingle traversal SG can occur, for example, when free-running signals like clocks are used in the specifications. Observe that this nonsingle traversal SG, however, can satisfy the trigger requirement.
Theorem 4.3:
A semimodular SG with input choices always admits an optimal hazard-free implementation using the N-SHOT architecture, if and only if it satisfies the CSC property and is single traversal.
Proof: A semimodular SG with input choices that satisfies the CSC property and is single traversal always satisfies the trigger requirement. Indeed, any trigger region consists of one state, and any cube in the implementation covering this state is always a trigger cube. Hence, such an SG always admit a hazard-free implementation (see Theorem 4.2).
Then since no constraint must be put on the SOP networks implementing the set and reset functions of , any minimization technique, such as ESPRESSO-EXACT, can be freely used to generate them.
Synthesis Procedure: Hence, the synthesis procedure for any semimodular SG with input choices satisfying the CSC property and the trigger requirement is straightforward and is described as follows.
1) Derive an optimal set SOP and an optimal reset SOP using any logic minimizer. 2) If the SG is not single traversal, ensure that a trigger cube corresponds with each trigger region. 3) Map these SOP logic into the N-SHOT architecture. 4) Determine the delay value. Consider the SG of Fig. 9 . This is an extended SG as defined in [22] , which is single traversal, and for which this N-SHOT architecture can also be used.
is a free-running clock resulting in don't-care values in some state codes. inp is another input signal, and out, are the output signals. ESPRESSO yields the following logic for both set and reset of signals out and :
Consider again the SG of Fig. 1 , and solve the CSC violations by inserting a state signal , as indicated in Fig. 10 . 
E. Initialization of the MHS Flip-Flop
Initialization of the MHS flip-flop can be required. One trivial solution is to provide a "reset" product term at one output of the master RS latch in the MHS flip-flop. A short analysis of the final set and reset SOP's can detect when this reset is unnecessary.
For any noninput signal implemented with the N-SHOT architecture, consider the initial state . The reset is only needed in both situations: 1) and set in which case the MHS flip-flop must be reset to 1; 2) and reset in which case the MHS flip-flop must be reset to 0. In the other situations, the MHS flip-flop is always automatically initialized to either 1 if or 0 if .
V. OPTIMIZATIONS
In this section, we consider the possible optimizations in the N-SHOT architecture implementing a noninput signal . When the set and reset SOP networks satisfy some properties related to the SG, the N-SHOT architecture can be simplified, permitting either to eliminate the MHS flip-flop and yield an SOP implementation as final circuit (see Theorem 5.1), or to replace the MHS flip-flop by a element (see Theorem 5.2) .
In this section, we use the notation set and reset where denotes any set-SOP cube in the implementation of the set function of , and denotes any reset-SOP cube in the implementation of the reset function of .
Theorem 5.1: Assume that set SOP satisfies the following.
• is independent of . • covers no reachable state.
• Each is completely covered by some .
Then is a speed-independent SOP implementation of .
Proof: Since any is completely covered by a cube of the implementation of , once we enter , the cube switches ON only once, and can only switch OFF when is reached. All cubes remain OFF until a next is reached. is also a speed-independent SOP implementation of when the symmetric conditions, relative to the reset-SOP cubes , are satisfied. Theorem 5.2: Assume the following.
• and are both independent of . • covers no reachable state, and covers no reachable state.
• Each is completely covered by some and each is completely covered by some .
• No delay line is needed. Then the MHS flip-flop together with the acknowledgment scheme can be replaced by a element in the N-SHOT architecture.
Proof: Since any excitation region is completely covered by some cube of the implementation of , once we enter , the corresponding cube switches ON and produces a first pulse that causes the element to fire . Then we enter and other pulses can follow that produce no effect on the output of the element. Since no delay line is needed, it implies that the difference of delays between the set and reset SOP's is negligble. Hence, when we enter the next excitation region, the current cube has already settled to 0.
Consider again the SG of Fig. 9 and the logic (2) for the set and reset SOP's. Both out and satisfy the conditions of this theorem and can be implemented with only a element. Finally, if the SG satisfies the monotonous cover condition, as defined in [6] , then the MHS flip-flop together with the acknowledgment scheme and the local delay compensation can be replaced by a element in the N-SHOT architecture. This implementation is speed-independent, as proved in [6] . The monotonous cover condition essentially requires that all excitation regions be uniquely covered by a single cube.
Consider the SG of Fig. 11 where are input signals and are output signals. Consider the output signal . One possible set SOP is covering states . One consists of the states and those that are covered by the set SOP are which are not connected in the SG. Hence, the implementation of using this set SOP is not speed-independent.
For the SG of Fig. 9 and the corresponding logic in (2), the implementation of satisfies the conditions of this theorem. It implies that it is speed-independent. However, the implementation of out is not speed-independent: the states of out covered by the cube in the reset implementation are not connected in the SG.
For the SG of Fig. 10 and the corresponding logic in (3), the implementation of also satisfies the conditions of this theorem, and hence is speed-independent. However, the implementation of must use the general N-SHOT architecture: in the set SOP, cubes cover common states 1100, 1110, and 1111; in the reset SOP, cubes cover common states 0011, 0001, and 0000.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our view, the most important contribution of this work is a new method that is guaranteed to produce an optimal hazard-free gate-level circuit for a very broad class of SG's, including nondistributive specifications. This method can make use of conventional highly tuned two-level logic minimization methods (as in the synchronous case) without the usual complexities and difficulties of ensuring hazard-freeness during logic minimization. Our method only requires the SG to satisfy the CSC property, which is the minimal requirement necessary to derive unambiguously consistent logic and to satisfy the trigger requirement, which is practically always satisfied.
The synthesis procedure and optimization techniques described in this paper are implemented in the ASSASSIN com- piler [26] . In our implementation, we use the ESPRESSO minimizer from SIS [19] to produce the SOP logic implementation. 3 We have applied our implementation to generate hazardfree implementations for two sets of benchmarks. A first set of benchmarks is taken from either [7] , [1] or our own industrial designs. These benchmarks are given as SG's that are already transformed to satisfy the CSC property. For this set of SG's, two tools developed by Lavagno [7] and Beerel [1] are available to us for comparisons. Results concerning this first set of benchmarks are reported in the first part of Table II . A second set of benchmarks is generalized nonfreechoice STG's [22] . The circuits pmcm1, pmcm2, combuf1, and combuf2 are interface circuits from a mobile terminal design [14] . The circuits sing2dual-inp and sing2dual-out are interface circuits for performing switchable single-rail to dualrail conversion. These circuits are needed for the design of an asynchronous DCC decoder [20] , [24] . Some of them are not distributive or not single traversal. But all of them satisfy the trigger requirement. We have carefully simulated these industrial designs at the gate-level using VERILOG and at the transistor level using SPICE. For these designs, no comparison is currently possible. Results concerning this second set of benchmarks are reported in the second part of Table II. The obtained circuits for all three methods are realized using the SIS library. The area and performance estimates are derived from this library too, using the same strategy chosen in [1] . Since the SIS library contains AND gates up to four inputs with some inputs inverted, we extrapolated the area of AND gates with more than four inputs from smaller gates, and added an area and delay penalty equivalent to breaking up the large AND gate into two smaller ones. For the tool developed by Beerel [1] , these two small AND gates must be considered to form one atomic gate to avoid the introduction of hazards. For the tool developed by Lavagno [7] , either the two small AND gates are considered as one atomic gate or delays must be readjusted to avoid hazards. For our method, as we primarily allow hazards to appear in a single gate, then hazards may also appear in a network of gates that substitute a single high-fanin gate. To guarantee the equivalence between this network of gates and a single gate, only certain classes of hazards are allowed. This problem must be tackled in our future work. The last column of Table II indicates the maximum fan-in of the AND gates used in our implementation for the corresponding benchmark.
The delay of the circuit is taken to be the maximum path delay through a signal network. Whenever an inverter is needed at some input of an AND gate, it is modeled as a separate INV gate. It is important to remark that, in all of the tested examples, delay compensation in the N-SHOT architecture is never required.
Concerning the implementations obtained from the SYN tool (version 2.3) of Beerel, two-level implementations for sets and resets were almost always generated. This explains why results are often similar to those produced by ASSASSIN. Differences are explained because some optimizations present in SYN are not yet implemented in ASSASSIN. For read-write and tsbmiBRK, SYN version 2.3 either requires the insertion of new state signals (which is not handled in SYN version 2.3) or generates a memory space problem.
Concerning the implementations obtained from the SIS tool of Lavagno, delay lines must be inserted to solve hazards, implying overhead in both area and delay. Both tsbmsi and tsbmsiBRK are given in SG format, and hence cannot currently be handled by the SIS tool.
On several examples, our method produced significantly better results. Consider, for example, the benchmarks pe-sendifc, wrdatab, sbuf-send-ctl, and pr-rcv-ifc. On these circuits, our approach produced noticeably smaller circuits than SYN which required extra internal hardware to ensure proper acknowledgment. On the same circuits, and others, our method generally produced faster circuits than SIS which required delay insertions that lengthen the critical path to ensure that the circuit is hazard-free.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new architecture that permits us to generate optimal hazard-free implementations for a very large class of state graphs, namely, any semimodular state graphs with input choices, both distributive and nondistributive, that satisfy the complete state coding property and the trigger requirement, which is practically always satisfied. Using this N-SHOT architecture, a solution is guaranteed to exist without the addition of state signals. Both set and reset functions are implemented in a two-level form. No constraints are added for their implementation. The determination of a possible local delay compensation is done without any inspection of the state graph. It depends purely on the delays associated with the set and reset logic. This delay requirement can always be satisfied, and is nearly always negligible. When a delay line is necessary, it is placed in parallel to the set and reset logic, i.e., out of their critical paths. Thus, the overhead, if any, is indirect. We have also presented optimizations of this new architecture, related to state graph properties. These optimizations permit us either to eliminate the MHS flip-flop, yielding an SOP implementation as final circuit, or to replace the MHS flip-flop by a element.
One remaining problem is the implementation of high-fanin AND gates which are not available in the given library. We plan to solve this problem in two different ways: 1) extending the N-SHOT architecture to permit multilevel logic for implementing the set and reset functions, and 2) inserting new state signals at the SG level. We also plan to extend our method in order to reach the optimized N-SHOT architecture as much as possible in the generation of hazard-free implementations.
